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Abstract
In this paper we present a generic UPnP Presentation Archi-
tecture for AmI meeting rooms. It allows the development of
applications based on standardized access mechanisms. This
architecture introduces besides standard lighting devices also
a UPnP design for complex projection settings, analog audio-
video devices, shutter blinds and media repositories. Using this
architecture, AmI developers benefit form UPnP device discov-
ery as well as standardized access to devices and media repos-
itories. This allows the development of interaction solutions
working in various AmI environments that may be composed
by different device infrastructures. Based on this architecture,
we present the PECo system, a novel Control Point which pro-
vides integrated and intuitive access to the user’s surrounding
and media repositories [1] allowing to control and manage in-
telligent environments. PECo uses an automatically created 3D
visualization of the environment. Entering a room, PECo dis-
covers the infrastructure and available devices and builds the
integrated user interface. The 3D visualization creates a logical
link between physical devices and their virtual representation
on the user’s PDA. By doing so, the user can easily identify a
device within his environment based on its position, orientation
and form. There he can access the identified devices through the
3D interface and manipulate them directly within the scene. For
example he can click on a 3D object to turn on a light. The 3D
interface allows the user to access the infrastructure without de-
manding knowledge about specific device names, IP-numbers,
URLs etc.

1. Personal Access to AmI Meeting Rooms
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is the vision of a world where we
are surrounded by a huge amount of intelligent and small de-
vices, which are seamlessly embedded in the user’s environ-
ment [2, 3, 4]. They pro-actively support the user by perform-
ing everyday activities. Considering intelligent multimedia en-
vironments such as modern conference rooms, today there al-
ready exist countless devices including ambient audio-visual
rendering equipment, complex lighting infrastructure, intelli-
gent HVAC equipment, intelligent media storage devices, as
well as personal appliances such as notebooks, tablet PCs, smart
pens, PDAs, MP3-players or smart phones. In such a world, ma-
jor challenges are providing the user ambient interaction means
to exploit all those capabilities without interrupting user activity
flows. One of key questions to provide the mentioned interac-
tion systems is how to allow integrated access to a) physical
environment and b) multimedia documents. Considering again
a typical presentation scenario, an intuitive interaction system
should allow the user for example to present his slides in various
conference rooms, each of them possibly with different infras-
tructure and capabilities. Another fact is that users mostly store
their personal media across their personal devices. The user
should be able – in the mentioned example – to present his me-

dia on available display devices, according to his situation and
personal preferences. Adjusting complex light settings, starting
video conferencing or just a video clip are other usual activities
performed in such multimedia environments. Even supporting
such a simple presentation scenario requires device transparent
access to distributed media as well as infrastructure transpar-
ent access to devices. Beyond these, the user should be able
to orient himself within the complex, foreign environment. He
should be able to find and intuitively select and control a dis-
play among many even without having knowledge about spe-
cific technical information such as IP-numbers or unique device
etc. Last but not least, he should be able to link his personal
media with environmental (foreign) devices, such as displays or
audio equipment.

1.1 Integrated Media and Environment Access

With the PECo system, we provide the user a novel interaction
metaphor allowing access to both intelligent environments and
personal media [1, 5]. PECo uses a 3D visualization, which
makes a direct link between physical devices and their virtual
representation. Figure 1 shows a complex meeting scenario
and the PECo UI for that room. The automatically created
and updated 3D visualization helps the user to easily orient him
within a room without requiring knowledge about technical de-
tails of the available infrastructure in his current (foreign!) en-
vironment. There he can identify a device (e.g. the camera as
shown in Figure 1) based on its position, orientation and form.
Changes to the environment, new devices or re-positioned de-
vices are identified and implicate an update of the UI. Hence-
forth, the user can access identified devices through the 3D in-
terface and directly manipulate them. For example, he can just
click on a 3D object to turn on a light.

Figure 1: A user interacting with an intelligent conference room
using PECo

The second important feature of PECo is its Personal Media
Management (PMM) functionality. It provides the user a single
point of access to his distributed personal media. It discovers
available media and provides them on the users PDA regardless
of the physical storage location of those documents.
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Figure 2: The idea of 3D-based interaction with intelligent en-
vironments

1.2 PECo Interaction Metaphors

PECo uses a 2D interface for document access and a 3D inter-
face for room and device interaction (see Fig. 2). The user is
able to transfer objects from his 2D world to his 3D world (Fig.
1). By doing so, PECo integrates the virtual media repository as
well as the physical environment of the user into a unified per-
sonal environment. This enables the user for example to move a
PowerPoint document - which is stored on his notebook – to the
beamer by just one drag&drop operation. For both 3D and 2D
interaction, PECo provides unified metaphors (pointing, select-
ing, drag&drop, clicking) so the user can handle beamers and
lights in the same manner he also interacts with his files and di-
rectories. By doing so, we extend the well-known metaphor of
direct manipulation to the physical world.

More detailed description of PECo user interface and auto-
matic 3D creation is provided in [6, 7, 5].

1.3 Requirements on Underlying Middleware

The realization of discussed a) Personal Media Management
component, b) the dynamically created 3D visualization of for-
eign environments and their devices, as well as the physical ac-
cess to different environments requires (see Figure 3):

• Device Discovery: entering an environment the 3D scene
of the raw room (without devices) is downloaded from a
known database. Next, available devices should be discov-
ered and their corresponding 3D objects inserted within the
3D scene at the right position and orientation [1]

• Media Management: available media on several devices
should be accessible by the user

• Standardized Device Access: devices of various environ-
ments should be accessible by a standard way, allowing to
control foreign environments
In following sections we propose the usage of the UPnP

standard to meet above requirements. Beside UPnP, PECo also
requires position and orientation information, which we gather
by geometry management system, using a combination of the
Ubisense [?] system for positioning persons. We developed a
passive RFID based system [8] to gather precise orientation and
position information for mobile multimedia devices. Station-
ary devices such as fixed back projection systems provide their
location information by their self. For this purpose, we extend
the UPnP device profile. For each (UPnP) discovered device we
look up its position and orientation and disclose devices located
in other rooms of the same sub-network (UPnP discovery de-
livers every UPnP device of a subnet). We extend each UPnP
device by an UPnP service (optional; not part of the standard)
providing dynamic location information for that device. How-
ever, in this paper we neither focus on the location-aware device

Figure 3: 3D-based dynamic assistance requires UPnP

discovery nor on mentioned positioning services. Moreover, we
describe a generic design of an UPnP presentation architecture,
since most of meeting room devices are not directly standard-
ized by the UPnP Forum. We deployed this design architecture
to all real life meeting and conference rooms at Fraunhofer-IGD
(Darmstadt, Germany). This architecture serves as a basis for
systems, targeting AmI meeting rooms, such as the PECo sys-
tem.

2. Designing a UPnP Presentation
Architecture Allowing Standardized Access

to Meeting Rooms

2.1 Pre-UPnP Era

Such Rooms are composed of the physical space (walls, win-
dows, doors, etc.), embedded stationary and mobile devices
(e.g. lights, TV or beamers) as well as the user’s personal ap-
pliances such as his notebook or smart phone. There are several
actors, e.g. lighting devices, visualization devices, video con-
ferencing equipment, HVAC infrastructure and shutters. Some
devices already come equipped with standard access and con-
trol mechanisms, such as the EIB (European Installation Bus).
Others provide proprietary access mechanisms - often based on
RS232. To control EIB devices, we use of-the-shelf Instabus
connectors (such as of the GIRA company) and the open source
software EIB Home Server [9]. A person has a set of connec-
tions for video, network and power, where he can connect his
laptop, and one microphone input. In parallel to PECo, there
is a conference room control panel allowing access to the room
functions. The available devices and commands are listed in
Table 1. An analog audio-video bus interconnects the room
devices. There are several sources connected to this bus and
several renderer devices that can show any of the inputs of the
bus. Considered renderer devices are back projection systems,
mobile beamers, video-telephones and audio mixers.
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Device UPnP Actions
Light Dimmable

Light
on/off, brightness up/down

Blind Solar Protection
Blind

up/down/stop

Projector AV Media Ren-
derer with em-
bedded Server

on/off, source selection,
shutter open/close

VCR AV Media Ren-
derer with em-
bedded Server

play, stop, pause, rec, ffwd,
rew, eject

Visualizer AV Media Ren-
derer

on/off, light on/off, focus
more/less, zoom more/less,
paper size A4/A5/A6

Camera Security Camera PIP on/off/change,
move up/down/left/right,
zoom more/less

Video-
Phone

AV Media Ren-
derer with em-
bedded Server

Volume up/down/mute,
source selection

Mixer Two AV Media
Renderers, one
with an em-
bedded Media
Server

mic. volume up/down/mute,
line in volume
up/down/mute

Table 1: Devices available in the room and functions associated
with them

2.2 Challenges by applying UPnP for Meeting Rooms

Considering the above-described environment architecture,
which represents todays networked (non-UPnP) multimedia
workspaces, major challenges by providing an UPnP architec-
ture for those environments are:

• Absence of standardized DCP for some devices, making im-
possible a complete standard UPnP Meeting Room

• Absence of bidirectional communication. This is a prob-
lem when we interact using a low-level state modifier (like
a physical switch) because the UPnP system never receives
a notification of the change

• Some controls like dimming in the lamps, are numerical in
UPnP. Today, most dimmable (non-UPnP) lights only allow
the increase or decrease fixed steps with no reference value
for the system

• UPnP AV architecture differs from classical AV, especially
the way the media is processed and sended to the devices

2.3 Design of UPnP Devices

Current AV projection devices present a complex behavior. The
roles of Media Renderer and Media server are not so well de-
fined when we are dealing with classical AV devices such as
large visualization walls, CAVE systems or even usual projec-
tors. To deal with this problem, Intel has proposed its AV Archi-
tecture [10][11] to design more complex AV devices. Accord-
ing to them, classical AV devices could be represented through
a hierarchy of embedded devices. The current state of the de-
velopment including UPnP Devices and implementations can
be downloaded at www.igd.fraunhofer.de/ anazari/UPnP.

2.3.1 UPnP VCR and Analog AV Device Inputs

Following this idea, we represent an analog output (see Fig-
ure 4), or a logical group of them, as an AV Media Renderer.
Analog inputs are represented as entries in an embedded Media
Server. This Media Server is the child of the top most parent
device in the hierarchy that can render content sourced from the
analog input.

Figure 4: UPnP Design for a VCR

2.3.2 UPnP Projection Devices

Figure 5: UPnP Design for a Projector

To represent projection systems such as display walls (e.g.
GraphXMASTER CX60-100U) or mobile back projection sys-
tems (e.g. Rear Projection Smart Board 3000i) we will fol-
low the Intel AV Architecture recommendations, but have to do
some modification. As one of important extensions to the basic
UPnP AV Architecture, media rendering agents are embedded
into the projectors. They are located in a presenter PC directly
bounded to the projector. So a beamer can visualize/auralize all
content types supported by its embedded agents (currently PPT,
MPEG, AVI, MP3). By adding rather agents, more media types
(e.g. live video, 3D streams, PDF files, MindMaps) could be
rendered. These embedded media rendering agent access de-
sired files and render them directly to the displays.

2.4 Embedded and External Media Servers

Media to be rendered are provided by Media Server. In the
current presentation architecture there exist two different Media
Servers: one in the computer embedded to the projection system
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that offers the local stored data and another external one that of-
fers externally stored data. For rendering analog sources (VCR,
video telephone) which are not available by Media Servers as
a real file, the extended UPnP design of a projector allows to
(physically) select those analog devices as analog projector in-
put sources. These sources are represented as CDS entries in
the UPnP Media Server that is embedded in the beamer. More-
over, the user also is able to interact directly with those devices,
for example in order to play a DVD or to move a room camera.

The usage of Media Servers provide means to a) integrate
Media of several distributed sources, b) to realize everywhere
access, c) to transport media to rendering devices, as well as d)
to provide a standardized interface for higher level applications
such as the PECo interaction appliance.

2.5 The contribution of the presented UPnP architecture
for AmI applications

As a result of the current presentation architecture in which we
logically aggregate and include rendering and media providing
agents into a projector (Figure 5), AV devices become more ad-
vanced devices than simple AV Renderers or Media Servers.
The current design is a scalable and flexible multimedia plat-
form that can be scaled to support new media types and arbi-
trary compositions of projection systems, e.g. multi-display en-
vironments (e.g. as in Figure 1). Deploying the described UPnP
presentation architecture and providing UPnP profiles and ser-
vices for devices listed in Table 1 enables higher level appli-
cations (e.g. the PECo system) to use a) device discovery ser-
vices, b) storage independent retrieval, access and rendering of
multimedia documents by using standardized mechanisms, c)
standardized access to infrastructure and devices allowing to in-
teract with various environments built up by different physical
infrastructure, d) future compatibility when new UPnP devices
would be added to Meeting Room.

3. PECo: an intuitive Control Point
The overall system architecture of PECo (Figure 3) comproses
the environment (this is the room), a Personal Media Manage-
ment agent, an Environment Controller agent. The Interaction
Appliance - a PDA visualizing the novel 3D-based user inter-
face - serves as a control point for the whole system including
media servers. The User Interface has already been described
in [1, 6, 5] and presented at CeBIT 2004 and 2005. It is also has
been demonstrated at PERVASIVE05, Munich.

3.1 The Communication Infrastructure

Three different networks provide the Communication Infras-
tructure underlying the described UPnP architecture. The com-
munication between software components is based on WLAN
or LAN. The communication between all audio-visual equip-
ment is based on a proprietary analog system (optical commu-
nication). This analog A/V bus system interconnects several
notebooks and PC VGA outputs, beamers, cameras and audio
equipment. The third channel includes connections between the
Environment Controller agent and the actors and devices. These
connections are established by RS232 and EIB.

3.2 Environment Controller Agent

The Environment Controller provides services for accessing the
user’s physical environment [1]. Using the UPnP mechanisms
(described before) it performs the detection and integration of
devices available in a room (location-aware device discovery).
Furthermore, it provides an environment model, which com-
prises device profiles and corresponding access services, a ge-
ometry model allowing for location-aware device discovery and
gathering position information, as well as 3D model of the en-
vironment that contains discovered devices.

3.3 Personal Media Manager Agent

The Personal Media Manager is a device-independent single
point-of-access, providing a unified facility to organize and ac-
cess the different media repositories, which the user has at his
disposal. It provides a 2D User Interface to accesses and use
(see Figure 5) UPnP Media Servers.

4. The PECo Core System
(Figure 6 shows the software architecture of the PECo Interac-
tion Appliance (the control point) and its most important enti-
ties. Currently, the PECo Interaction Appliance is based on a
set of C++ classes running on a PocketPC device. All 2D con-
trols are realized by standard MFC controls. This architecture is
responsible for creating the user interface, to process UI events
and to access devices in order to perform actions.

Device UPnP Actions
Projector AV Media

Renderer
with em-
bedded
Server

Renders PPT and MP3 files and a
proprietary content type that rep-
resent the different analog inputs.
These CDS entries are offered by
the embedded Media Server, that
can offer other types (PPT, MP3)
too

VCR AV Media
Renderer
with em-
bedded
Server

Renders a proprietary content
type data that represent the differ-
ent analog inputs. These CDS en-
tries are offered by the embedded
Media Server. This allows us to
record from different sources

Visualizer AV Media
Renderer

Has no content type to be repro-
duced, as we consider it as a live
stream, so we never control with
UPnP the content rendered.

Camera Security
Camera

Security Camera device offers us
a set of standardized actions to
control the camera. For the pro-
jector or VCR, it is a live stream
so they have only need to se-
lect this source. Video-Phone
AV Media Renderer with embed-
ded Server Media Renderer repre-
sents the input of the video tele-
phone; that is the stream to be
sent. This renderer has a propri-
etary content type which repre-
sents the different analog sources.
The Media Server offers the dif-
ferent possible analog inputs as
CDS entries.

Mixer Two AV
Media
Render-
ers, one
with an
embedded
Media
Server

It contains two different Media
renderers that control indepen-
dently each input (Line-In and
microphone). There is an embed-
ded Media Server that controls
the different sources for Line-In.
We consider the microphone as
a static renderer with no content
type

Table 2: Enhanced UPnP Devices for AmI Meeting Room

PECo Core is responsible for launching the control point
system and for processing user interface events. After the con-
trol point has been started, PECo Core retrieves devices avail-
able in the current environment. The list of available devices is
managed by PECo EnvManager which is to be understood as
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Figure 6: UPnP Architecture for AmI Meeting Room

a client stub for the Environment Manager Agent described in
section 3.2.

After retrieving available devices, a Device Factory is used
to create an instance for each Device. Created devices are in-
serted in PECo DeviceRegistry for look-up purposes

A UI Command is encapsulated by a specific class which
contains a reference to the current Environment, to the Device
an Action could be performed on and the Action itself as well
as optional parameters.

PECo CommManager provides high-level communication
means for various network and bus systems. Devices can use
CommManager to get a channel regardless what kind of physi-
cal network (GPRD, Bluetooth, WiFi) currently is available.

PECo EnvManager manages meta-data describing the
room. It contains and manages Devices available in an envi-
ronment. It also provides access to 3D representations for the
room as well as for each device.

Devices manage their own capability and property profiles
and provide means to perform Actions supported by them. Each
Action object provides an execute() method. This method per-
forms the action physically on the device it is assigned to. For
example, Action ON (a class derived from Action) for the De-
vice Beamer sends the corresponding UPnP SOAP event to the
desired UPnP Service of the device. When PECo Core receives
a User Interface Event to process, it retrieves the corresponding
device instance from the lookup table. Then it leaves the Device
object to execute the required command on the physical device.
This is done by calling the execute() command on the desired
Action of the selected Device.

5. Conclusion
5.1 Contributions to the presented work

In this paper, we argued that in order to support the user in
intelligent multimedia workspaces intuitive interaction means
for Media Management and Environment Control are required.
We proposed an automatically created 3D-based user interface
to meet the required intuitiveness. The synchronized 3D view
of the user’s real physical environment provides him an ori-

entation within the physical space and allows him to manage
even foreign complex environments without requiring techni-
cal knowledge about underlying infrastructure. We introduced
an integrated interaction metaphor allowing access both to de-
vices and media. We discussed that the provision of the 3D
interface as well as the access to foreign environments require
location-aware device discovery [1] and standardized control
mechanisms. We also discussed requirements for the provi-
sion of single-point of access to personal media. For meeting
identified requirements a generic UPnP Presentation architec-
ture has been introduces. As an important benefit, the presented
architectures provides full UPnP mechanisms (device discov-
ery; access to device profiles, states and services; media access)
thus serving as a development basic for further AmI research
(e.g. reactive agent systems) and deploying third party inter-
action solutions. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 6, we have
presented the following generic UPnP architecture for meeting
rooms with extensions to existing AV Architecture:

5.2 Related Works

InfoPoint [12] is a hand-held device that allows appliances to
work together over a network. It provides a unified interface
that gives different types of appliances drag-and-drop-like be-
havior for the transfer of data. Moreover, it can transfer data
from/to non-appliances such as pieces of paper. As a result,
InfoPoint allows appliances to work together, in the real world
environment, in terms of data transfer. However, the focus of
InfoPoint is not to provide the user with intuitive facilities for
direct-manipulation of his physical environment, as it is the ma-
jor goal of PECo. It can not control appliances, such as turning
a light on or putting a jalousie down. Nevertheless, both sys-
tems, PECo and InfoPoint, allow the transfer of media between
appliances, e.g. to drag and drop a presentation from a smart
phone to a beamer. However, in order to achieve this, Info-
Point requires special hardware and a 2D marker attached to
each device that should be accessible through it. InfoPoint also
does not support the user to intuitively identify which devices
of his environment are accessible. In contrast, PECo is based on
of-the-shelf appliances and allows to easily identify accessible
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devices by providing its novel UI approach. This specially is
helpful when the user is interacting in a complex environment
for the first time. The Phillips ProntoPro Next Generation [13]
provides a dynamic, digital user interface for directly access-
ing devices through RF or InfraRed. It allows customizing the
ProntoPro NG by adding, deleting, and labelling new buttons or
menus for new devices. ProntoPro NG can control virtually any
infrared (IR) device. It comes with pre-installed remote con-
trol codes for more than 800 brands. However, also the Phillips
ProntoPro NG focuses on smart home environments and uses a
WIMP based interaction mataphor to allow device access. For
controlling a device, it requires explicite knowledge about de-
vice names. For example, in order to be able to turn on one of
three TVs available in a room, the user still needs to know the
ID which represents the specific TV within ProntoPro NG. The
iPronto system comes with a special handheld and is not avail-
able for arbitrary handheld devices such a PocketPC 2003. In
contrast, PECo runs on every PocketPC device.

5.3 Discussing the Interaction Approach

Allowing the user to easily access virtual and physical objects
surrounding him is the goal of PECo. There exist several so-
lutions for providing access to physical environment and to
the user’s personal media: The Personal Universal Controller
(PUC) [14], Universal Information Appliance (UIA) [15] and
The Information Furnace [?] are examples . . . However, most of
them have drawbacks for varying reasons. In contrast, PECo
solves common problems of existing systems by:
1. Intuitive access. PECo allows to intuitively access com-

plex infrastructures of the physical world based on the 3D-
visualization of the user’s environment. The 3D visualiza-
tion makes a direct link between physical devices and their
virtual representation within the 3D model. By doing so, the
user is able to access devices based on their position, orien-
tation within the room and their look. He does not need to
have knowledge about special device names, IP numbers or
device paths.

2. Unified access. The user interacts with his physical world in
the same manner he also interacts with his documents and
virtual objects (via mouse clicks and drag&drop). By doing
so, we are extending the metaphor of direct manipulation -
which is known from the desktop world - to the real world.

3. Media Management. PECo provides uniformed access to
the personal media space by means of the Personal Media
Manager Agent.
Using PECo the user can just drag a presentation from his

media repositories and drop it to a physical display of his real
world by just one interaction step (drag&drop). without inter-
rupting the flow of his main activities.
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